We consider novel designs that provide field flatness of fundamental mode in transverse dimensions of planar rf structures. These designs include waveguides with slotted irises and/or dielectric loaded side openings. The specially modified, advanced planar structures can be produced with available technology for a number of purposes. Highaspect ratio structures are suitable for mm-wave generation in sheet-beam klystrons (SBK) and for industrial, medical and research linacs. Small aspect-ratio planar structures having "flat" impedance in central area may be applicable to linear colliders. Impedance flatness better than 111,000 over half of aperture cross-section is demonstrated in simulations done for sample structures.
INTRODUCTION
Efficient, high-gradient acceleration schemes are essential for future linear colliders and advanced commercial electron accelerators. Many of the rf structure based schemes operate at high frequencies (Ka to W bands) in order to achieve high gradients and high wallplug-to-acceleration efficiency. Examples of several linear collider designs scaled in frequency and energy from the NLC were worked out a few years ago by Perry Wilson et a1 [ 11. To meet these rf power requirements and gradients, parameters of a sheet beam klystron (SBK) can be easily scaled to higher frequencies from an X-band structure designed by DULY Research [2,3].
Planar mm-wave structures are more suitable than traditional axially symmetric structures if microfabrication techniques are used [4]. Planar rf structures with high-aspect ratio flat beam can be used for both acceleration and rf generation purposes. To interact efficiently with a flat beam the planar rf structure should be designed with a constant effective longitudinal electric field in the larger transverse dimension (say, horizontal) of the accelerating gap. Such structures having 'flat' impedance profile in transverse direction are referred to here as flat-field structures. Feasibility of flat-field highaspect ratio cavities and waveguides as well as the main approaches for designing are demonstrated in ref.
[SI.
We introduced earlier [5] additional parameters for characterization flat-field periodic structures with different aspect ratios, aperture dimensions, operating frequenciesP2mlh, and phase advance per cell 13. Here we use generalized shunt impedance Rg defined as R g l Q = S~( R I Q )~( a l h ) , where R and Q are standard Q-factor and shunt impedance correspondingly, 2a is the vertical gap and S is the effective aspect ratio of the structure aperture.
The main problem in designing effective flat-field structures is modifying boundary conditions in order to provide field flatness along with high RBQ value. In other words, the impedance profile across the aperture should be close to rectangular shape. In addition, manufacturing requirements represent an important limitation to the geometries under study. For common microfabrication processes, the structure should be etched with a single Xray mask resulting in uniform cavity depth and arbitrary cavity shape.
Computations and design optimizations were made with the code GdfidL [6] for ultrarelativistic beam.
HIGH-ASPECT RATIO STRUCTURES
We distinguish here high aspect ratio (>8) and small aspect ratio (<5) structures as requiring different approaches to implement the essential flatness. The main parameters for the periodic structure designs are given in Tables 1 and 2 correspondingly. Some of the structures contain dielectric material Sic with permeability €4 2.8 (for X-band). Most of the designs have iris widths less than the cavity width. The continuous side space provides magnetic side coupling.
The main difference between M1 and M2 structures is the rod length: in the M1 variant it is shorter than half the gap, whereas in the M2 variant it is a continuous rod throughout the structure.
Asymmetrical configuration illustrated in Fig. 5 (type M5) looks like biperiodic structure. However, the asymmetry is introduced only to provide flatness by longitudinally interchanging the magnetic and electrical side coupling. Some asymmetry of field profile (Fig. 6 ) can be partially compensated in terms of shunt impedance of two adjacent (d2) sub-cells.
One of the most practical structures with dielectric is shown in Fig. 6 . It contains a long dielectric slab filling the side openings between plates. At a certain width of the slab a good field flatness can be achieved. The field plots depicted in Figs. 1-6 are given for z=O coordinate (i.e. between irises). For z#O the plots are different. Nevertheless, the 2D profile of the impedance across the aperture can be made 'resonantly' flat with the design optimization. As an example the impedance flatness is characterized in Fig. 7 for the M6 design. 
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SMALL-ASPECT STRUCTURES
Small-aspect ratio structures listed in Table 2 can have significantly reduced 'quadrupole' effect of the 265 1. fundamental (accelerating) mode. The S1, S2, S4 designs use combinations of previously considered approaches. The S3 configuration is based on classical muffin-tin with iPAC'97), Vancouver, B.C., Canada 12-16 May 1997, p.
